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D. J. Cotten’s new Book “The Life and Times of Sgt. Joseph Thomas "Tom"
Biway, USMC” is an Engrossing Work About a Narcissistic Man Who is Only
up for Self-gratification

Recent release “The Life and Times of Sgt. Joseph Thomas "Tom" Biway, USMC” from Page
Publishing author D. J. Cotten is a thrilling work about the makings of a sociopath, delving
into the reasons why some people only care about themselves and are only interested in self-
gratification, even if others may get hurt or even get killed in the process of getting what he
wants.

ORLANDO, Fla. (PRWEB) March 09, 2018 -- D. J. Cotten, a seventy-three-year-old man who holds a degree
in criminal justice and is interested in psychology, has completed his new book “The Life and Times of Sgt.
Joseph Thomas "Tom" Biway, USMC”: a riveting story about a man who may be fully dedicated to the Marine
Corps and the Washington government, but has a narcissistic behavior.

Author Cotten introduces Sergeant Biway as someone brave: “Everyone was stunned to see this. He first threw
in a hand grenade upon approaching the nest, killing most of the Chinese and wounding all but one. As Biway
pointed his rifle at the one soldier still standing and prepared to shoot, the gun suddenly jammed, whereupon
Biway threw the gun down, leaped upon the Chinese soldier with his bare hands, and began to twist his neck
until it broke. The other Marines leaped out of their foxholes too and took over the Chinese position. All but
one admired the courage of this one sergeant. This day truly belonged to Sergeant Biway. Later that day, Major
Fred Murdock, fifty-three, met with Biway and bestowed the Bronze Star upon him for action above and
beyond the call of duty.”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, D. J. Cotten’s new book is an extraordinary story about
Sergeant Biway’s lack of remorse for the unnecessary killings that he has done throughout his military service
and suspension. He also lacks fear as he mistreats the men under his command, leading people to find evidence
of his misconduct and watch over his every move.

Readers who wish to experience this enlightening work can purchase “The Life and Times of Sgt. Joseph
Thomas "Tom" Biway, USMC” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon,
Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated
business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like.
Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time-consuming issues, and focus on their
passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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